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Nampa School District Board of Trustees
Sheila Keim, Nutrition Services Director
Scott Jacobsen, Budget/Purchasing Supervisor
August 7, 2018
Nutrition Services Lunchtime Pizza RFP Award

Nutrition Services accepted proposals for Lunchtime Pizza, to be included as part of its ala carte lunch offerings at
District middle and high schools, on July 30. This Request for Proposals was conducted in accordance with applicable
state and federal laws as they pertain to foodservice in schools.
The District received two proposals, one each from Domino’s Pizza and Pizza Hut. Each proposal adhered to the
unique nutritional requirements of school foodservice as well as to those applicable to the District’s unique menuing
at middle and high schools. Prices offered by both respondents are listed below, and the Proposal Pricing Form
submitted by each are included; complete copies of each proposal are available by contacting Scott Jacobsen at the
District Office.
Offered price per pizza

Domino's

Pizza Hut

Cheese

$7.25

$6.75

Pepperoni

$7.25

$6.75

Sausage

No quote

$6.75

Veggie

$7.75

$6.75

Hawaiian

$7.95

$6.75

Pizza Hut was uniform in its pricing for all varieties requested, and offered the lowest price on all varieties. Domino’s
offers for two varieties were deemed too costly versus the Pizza Hut offers and have been set aside as non‐
awardable. In the interest of variety in our ala carte offerings, we wish to make a dual award for and purchase pizza
from both respondents; the proposal specifications were written with this possibility in mind.
The total projected (approximate) expenditure on this subsection of Nutrition Services procurement is $83,000 for
the upcoming school year.
We seek approval to award purchasing agreements to Pizza Hut for all varieties, in the amount per pizza listed, and
to Domino’s for the cheese and pepperoni varieties, in the amount per pizza listed. The precise purchasing rotation
per vendor and per weekday will be determined by Nutrition Services staff such that we favor the lower‐priced offers
and provide each vendor adequate business to properly manage their respective input inventories.
These agreements will remain in place through the end of the 2018‐19 fiscal year on June 30, 2019.
Please contact either of us should you require additional information.

